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The Spiritual Laws was first published as a set of cards in 1989 (Spiritual Law Cards) and further expanded for my doctoral studies which culminated eleven years later in 2000 when I published the Laws as a single book with four sections. (Spiritual Laws to Live With). It had always been my dream to eventually make them into four separate books and now here they are with new titles, some of them even have stories at the beginning. My Non-Physicals and Star Beings have been with me with the re-writing of each section. The Laws stayed intact, the application explained more fully with the use of affirmations and actual stories of how the Laws do work.

The Laws work for us all of the time. We just are not always conscious of this fact! Just like the Law of Gravity. It is always there working for us, we just don't think much about it. If it stops working we would be just like the Astronauts floating around in space. The Laws keep us centered and in Source/Creator/God's presence. These Laws are concepts or truths that have always been in existence since the beginning... on some level of consciousness, we already know this. This is just another reminder of who you really are and what you are capable of creating in your life!

We, the Angels and I, invite you to read these books and remember!

Prosperity Workbook - First in the Series

Is your bank balance saying Oh, Oh?

Is your checkbook running the other way?

That is Universe's way of telling you it is time to bring your life back into balance
and go back to the basics. We recommend that you start with the basic Spiritual Laws of Prosperity or what I call them, Spiritual Guidelines. These are the same Laws or Guidelines that have created Millionaires.

These are not any new concepts but have been given to us in many different ways: Napoleon Hill used these Laws in his hugely successful best seller, "Think and Grow Rich." and " The Master Keys to Riches.", which he published in the early 1900's. Many speakers and writers today use these same Laws to help people create riches and bring their lives back into balance. You can, too.

**Remarkable Relationships - Second in the Series**

Q. What constitutes a Remarkable Relationship?

A. One that is in total balance and in total harmony!

The book, Ancient Laws of Spirit has the answers that Shadia has been sent to discover. As she has never had a relationship that she can remember, she feels that this assignment is so "not her" and cannot understand why They chose her to go out and find what it takes to have a relationship, never mind a "Remarkable" one!

**To Your Health! - Third in the Series**
What is Health?

Webster defines health as: “Physical and mental well being. Freedom from disease.”

Health isn’t just eating the correct diet or doing the proper exercise, Health is the ultimate MIND-BODY CONNECTION! Just as the Webster quote above states, health as a “physical and mental well being.”

Health is a key part of our lives. To live in perfect health is the ultimate goal... When the body is not in harmony, then dis-ease becomes obvious. You will probably be surprised at some of the Guidelines for Health as you read on, some of the terms may not relate at all to health as you understand it but as you analyze the Guidelines/Truths/Laws, you will begin to see the patterns and the direct application that you may not have seen before.

Everyone’s Evolving - Fourth in the Series

Spiritual guidelines for your own personal enlightenment - We use the Spiritual Laws all the time in every day life, we just are not aware of them... when you use them consciously in your life and learn to apply them, then marvelous thing begin to happen!

This is the Fourth in the series!

The Laws of Spiritual Growth or Enlightenment or Ascension
The following Laws are the highest Laws and their mastery comes only when you are ready to accept each belief. Again, there is a starting point and each builds upon the other.

The essence of these Laws is the most remarkable... these are the concepts that have been taught from time beginning, taught by many and practiced by few. These are the concepts or Laws of Enlightenment.

Buddha teaches the eight steps to Awakening in the *BODHICARYAVATARA*. Krishna teaches of the spiritual struggle of the human soul for enlightenment in the *BHAGAVAD-GITA*. Jesus taught the *BEATITUDES* in his *SERMON ON THE MOUNT*, also the steps to enlightenment. The ancient path of the Kabbalah and the Torah teaches the way to spiritual enlightenment. Do we not have a pattern here?

In Christianity, isn't the *HOLY BIBLE* a book about the path to enlightenment and spiritual growth? Lao Tzu's writings in the *TAO TE CHING* is also another path to enlightenment. Each culture, each belief system has its own 'path to enlightenment'.... which tells us that this is not something new but some very Ancient Knowledge that is the key to living our lives here on the earth plane.

If our lives are empty and meaningless, who is to blame? If our lives do not reflect health, wealth, love and success, who's fault is that? If we are not living good lives here on this glorious planet, where there is total abundance and beauty, then who needs to make changes? Living a life of spiritual growth and enlightenment is truly: 'AN INSIDE JOB' !!!

Here is the first level of the Laws!
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